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Dear Dire
ector Cordraay,
The Main
ne Center for Economic Policy (MECEP) files thiss comment in response tto the CFPB''s
proposed
d rule on payyday, vehicle
e title, and certain
c
high‐‐cost installm
ment loans. TThank you fo
or
the oppo
ortunity to su
ubmit comm
ments on the
ese importannt consumerr protectionss. The rule iss
critical fo
or ending the
e harms of unaffordable
u
e loans, but M
MECEP belieeves it must be strengthened
to stop th
he predatoryy lending practices that are exploitinng Maine co
onsumers an
nd forcing them
deeper in
nto poverty.
MECEP iss a nonpartissan, nonproffit research organizationn and Mainee’s leading vo
oice for
objective
e and accuraate economicc policy anallysis. We advvance publicc policies to help Maine
people prosper in a strong,
s
fair, and
a sustainaable econom
my. Our policcy advocacy is research‐
based, daata‐driven, and
a factual. Our robust analytic
a
capaacity gives u
us credibilityy on a wide‐rrange
of economic issues.
One in th
hree workingg families in Maine today does not eearn enough
h to pay for ttheir basic
needs. MECEP’s
M
strivves to ensure
e that these families havve greater ecconomic opp
portunity wiith
sufficientt resources to
t not only cover
c
their bills
b but also to save for tthe future.
Payday le
ending explo
oits strugglin
ng Maine fam
milies, sipho ning moneyy they need ffor food, gass,
rent, utilities, and other basic ne
eeds and ofte
en leading too a cascade of other finaancial
conseque
ences: heftyy overdraft fe
ees, delinquency on oth er bills, invo
oluntary losss of bank
accountss, and even bankruptcy.
b
enders tout their loans’ convenience
e and accesss to credit th
hat low‐income borroweers in
Payday le
particular could not normally
n
obtain. But eassy access dooes not makee a loan affo
ordable. With
hout
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assessing the consumer’s ability to repay the loan and by imposing usurious fees and interest
rates, payday lenders design their loans to roll over as many times and to extract as many fees
as possible.
The CFPB draft rule begins to address predatory lending practices and to level the playing field
for lenders across the board. It will help to protect hardworking Maine consumers from
onerous debt and let them use their paychecks for essentials like food and shelter and to invest
in their and their children’s future. It is a good beginning, but there is still much work to be
done to ensure this rule truly protects consumers from the predatory lenders who prey on
them. In particular, we urge you to enact stronger provisions to assure that Maine consumers
can repay their loans without having to default on other bills or going deeper into debt.
Historical Context
MECEP has advocated for consumer finance reform since 2010 when we pushed for the
creation of the Consumer Finance Protection Bureau.
More recently, in 2015, MECEP led a group of consumer advocates in crafting state legislation
to reign in abusive debt collectors. The new law passed by the legislature addresses some of the
most egregious debt collection practices in Maine, including prohibiting suing consumers for
debts that are beyond the legally allowable time limit and ensuring that consumers will not be
pursued for a debt if they make a payment after the legally allowable time to collect has lapsed.
The concern about payday lending abuses is broadly shared across and at all levels of Maine
government. Leaders ranging from the state’s top legal officer1 to members of our
Congressional Delegation (Senator King2 and Congresswoman Pingree3), to state lawmakers4
have called for an end to predatory payday lending in Maine and nationally.
MECEP continues to be one of a diverse range of a dozen Maine nonprofit organizations
advocating for stronger consumer protections including spokespeople for our state’s women,
seniors, low‐income, and disabled residents, the Catholic Church, labor unions, and other
consumer activists.
Predatory payday lending in Maine today
Maine is a leader in protecting consumers from financial predators. Lawmakers passed the
Maine Consumer Credit Code in 1973 and have continued to strengthen it over the years. For
example in 2014, lawmakers prohibited unlicensed lending middlemen, or processors, as a way
of stemming the flow of illegal loans into the state.
Maine requires payday lenders to:
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Obtain a “supervised lender” license; the provisions of which allow for compliance
examinations conducted by state personnel.



Charge no more than 30% per year interest on unsecured loans of less than $2,000. For
loans of between $2,000‐$4,000 the ceiling is 24%, and loans greater than $4,000 are
subject to an 18% rate cap.1



Post a surety bond in the amount of $50,000 that the state can access if a consumer can
demonstrate they’ve been financially harmed by the actions of a licensed, bonded
entity.



Comply with truth‐in‐lending disclosures so borrowers know in advance what it will cost
them to pay back loans.



Forfeit collecting loan interest if they are unlicensed.

Maine law also prohibits automobile title loans.
We know that regulation can be effective. Maine’s licensing bureau reports that licensed
lenders are responsive and quick to resolve complaints; and that it has been able to wipe out
illegal interest charges and even recover funds from unauthorized transactions for scores of
Maine consumers.5 Additionally, research shows that that state interest rate cap saves Maine’s
consumer $25 million dollars annually.6
Still thousands of Mainers get caught in the debt trap every year from unlicensed internet‐
based lenders.7 These lenders are not located in Maine and are not licensed here. They operate
unlawfully in our state. They have not posted a bond, as the law dictates. They do not abide by
the fee and interest rate ceilings. They do not make truth‐in‐lending disclosures.8
Based on a review of consumer complaints conducted by the Maine Bureau of Consumer Credit
Protection, internet payday lenders doing business in Maine are located in such places as the
West Indies, the Island of Malta, British Columbia, England, and in Native American reservations
in Oklahoma, Nebraska and other states. These companies ignore our state laws or claim that
they are not applicable to them.9
As a result, state regulators struggle to find unlicensed lenders to enforce Maine’s consumer
credit protection laws. Often they do not even know these lenders are doing business in Maine
until they receive a consumer complaint, and then, they are often difficult to find hiding behind
affiliated financial service providers or in the depths of cyberspace.
According to the state Bureau of Consumer Credit Protection,

1 In the alternative, lenders can assess a minimum finance charge of $15 on a loan between $75 and $250, or $25 on a loan
in excess of $250 regardless of the term (length of time for repayment).
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“In order to meet short‐term cash needs, Mainers are turning to payday loans in
droves, despite the high costs and the risks of doing business with unknown lenders
in unknown locations. It’s an epidemic, made more frustrating because of the
inabilities of state regulators to effectively pursue these lenders or their collectors
to force compliance with the state’s licensing, lending, and collection laws.”10
The harm done to Maine consumers from payday loans is evidenced by:


Payday lending establishments issue loans that cost Maine consumers over half a million
dollars in payday fees every year.11



Despite statutory limits, the interest rate on a typical payday loan in Maine is 217%.12



One‐fourth of those contacting the state consumer credit protection bureau owe money
to more than one payday lender.13



Maine’s consumer credit protection bureau receives over 100 payday‐related
complaints a year.14

It is clear that while Maine has taken steps to protect consumers, payday lenders are simply
skirting our laws. Maine needs a strong federal rule to support our state’s efforts to protect
consumers who are vulnerable to predatory on‐line or out‐of‐state lenders.
What the proposed rule gets right
The ability‐to‐repay principle underpinning the proposed rule is the right one. It is a long‐
standing tenet of responsible lending. A standard, which considers income and expenses, will
help ensure that loans are affordable. We also believe that an ability to repay standard, which
to ensure consistency industrywide, is more aptly established at the federal level than the state.
MECEP believes the CFPB was right to eliminate an exemption from the ability‐to‐repay test
based only on income, if a payment did not exceed five percent of the borrower’s income.
Assessing income alone is not sufficient to determine if a loan is affordable or not. The CFPB's
research shows that there is still a high default rate (28 to 40 percent) on longer‐term payday
loans when payments are five percent of income or less.
In addition, Maine does not have a cooling off period between loans, nor does state law limit
the number of loans that a payday lender can issue; standards needed to prevent unaffordable
loans that trap people in debt.
These provisions would provide robust support to Maine’s consumer credit code, where one in
four borrowers seeking help are mired in debt trying to pay off multiple loans at a time. We
applaud the CFPB for proposing these standards. However, we urge you to strengthen them in
specific ways as follows.
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Closing loopholes in the proposed rule
Apply the ability‐to‐repay standard to all covered loans.
The ability‐to‐repay standard should apply to all covered loans. Even a single unaffordable loan
can trap borrowers. We ask that you remove the exemption from the ability‐to‐repay standard
for the first six loans and subject all short‐term loans to this test. We also ask that you remove
the exemptions that currently exist for longer‐term loans that carry high origination fees, such
as the exemption for loans with a 36% APR and origination fees of $50 or higher.
Prevent unaffordable short‐term debt from becoming unaffordable long‐term debt.
We ask that CFPB impose a 60‐day waiting period between loans, rather than the current
proposed 30 days to protect consumers from repeated flipping of loans. We also ask you to
implement a limit of total indebtedness for short‐term loans of 90 days every 12 months,
consistent with the FDIC's long‐time standard for the banks it regulates.
Strengthen protections against repeat financing of longer‐term loans.
We ask CFPB to help prevent lenders from flipping longer‐term loans (loans longer than 45
days) by including a presumption of unaffordability if the borrower is: 1) delinquent by even
one day; and/or 2) the borrower has not repaid at least 75% of the loan principal. We also ask
CFPB to prohibit the refinancing of a covered longer‐term loan a second time.
Close the "business as usual" loopholes in the proposed ability‐to‐repay test.
We ask CFPB to require lenders to make an objective assessment of a borrower’s basic living
expenses as part of the ability‐to‐repay test, rather than allowing them to forecast living
expenses or rely on default, delinquency, or re‐borrowing rates. Even low default rates are not
sufficient evidence of ability to repay, since lenders have direct access to borrowers' bank
accounts.
Cover any loans where the lender has leverage to coerce payment or re‐borrowing.
The current proposal exempts high‐cost, longer‐term loans if the bank account access or car
title is taken by the lender more than 72 hours after the loan has been disbursed. We ask that
all loans secured by a bank account or car title be covered by the rule, regardless of when
security is taken.
Additionally, loans secured by personal property and those where the lender retains the right
to garnish wages are currently not covered but the rule. Due to the same tendency to compel
re‐borrowing when a loan proves to be unaffordable, we ask that these loans be similarly
covered by the rule.
Conclusion
Maine has seen firsthand how payday lenders ignore consumer protection laws. As currently
proposed, payday lenders will use the exemptions permitted to circumvent the federal rule as
well.
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Even worrse, the exem
mptions will undermine Maine’s prootections. Leenders will simply point to
the federral rule as raationale to co
ontinue skirtting our law
ws. A weak ru
ule supplies powerful
ammunittion for the payday
p
industry’s lobbyists to arguee against Maaine’s rate caap and our o
other
restrictio
ons on the grrounds that even CFPB, the country’’s most impo
ortant consu
umer protecction
advocate
e, considers payday loan
ns to be safe. Allowing thhese exempttions tacitly grants a
governm
ment seal of approval
a
to unaffordable
u
e loans.
t effectively prevent le
enders from exploiting M
Maine consumers, we ask that the CFPB,
In order to
in its finaal rule, deem
m the makingg or offering loans madee in violation
n of our statee laws an
abusive practice.
p
Succh provisionss will furtherr enhance our own statee regulators’’ ability to
swiftly prrevent predaatory and ille
egal lendingg practices.
Maine haas done its jo
ob to protecct its citizenss from predaatory lenderss. We urge tthe CFPB to b
back
up our sttate laws witth the stronggest rule posssible.
Thank yo
ou for this op
pportunity to
o comment. We appreciiate the worrk that you h
have done so
o far
to protecct Maine con
nsumers and
d hope that this
t rule willl become as strong as po
ossible in order
to truly end
e the debtt trap. For fu
urther clarificcation on th ese comments, please ccontact Asso
ociate
Director Jody Harris at
a 207.622.7
7381, ext 5 or
o jharris@m
mecep.org.
Sincerelyy,

Garrett Martin
M
Executive
e Director
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